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Abstract
This paper examines the organizational structure for state sales tax audit
and the operation of the audit systems. Selection still depends heavily upon
leads from other audits. A few states have developed relatively sophisticated
systems involving use of EDP equipment. The audit approaches vary among the
states, but major elements are common to all. Substantial attention is given
to proper application of use tax to goods purchased tax free as errors are
very common. The other major emphasis is upon exempt sales, which firms tend to
overstate. Few states report serious understatement of gross sales. Only about
2.3 percent of all accounts are audited annually, with a range from 9 to 10 per-
cent in Utah and Mississippi to under 1 percent in four states. The audit cover-
age in many states is seriously inadequate, and the states are losing hundreds
of millions of dollars annually as a result.

Successful sales tax administration requires investigation to ensure
that vendors report the correct amount of tax due. Such investigation,
involving analysis of the firms' returns and records, is known as audit.
Audit Organization
Separate or Inteaprated Audit
A basic issue in the organization and operation of the audit program
is whether to operate sales tax audit separately from audit of other taxes,
as was common in early years, or to integrate the sales-use tax audit with
that of other taxes. Separate audit is almost inevitable if the sales tax
is administered by a separate unit with its own audit staff. But the
reverse is not necessarily true. Functional organization, with a single
audit staff, does not ensure integrated audit.
The states can be classified into several groups with regard to
integration:
Separate Sales Tax Audit . The following states have maintained
completely separate sales and use tax audit operation:
Arizona
Idaho (except a limited amount of audit of withholding tax)
Kansas (despite functional organization)
Maryland
Massachusetts
Missouri
North Dakota (which abandoned integrated audit as unsuccessful)
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Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee
Wyoming (which has no income tajces)
Integration of Sales Tax Audit With That of Related Taxes . A second
group of states has integrated sales tax audit with that of related levies,
including withholding taxes, but not with income taxes. Several of these
states (Connecticut, Nevada, South Dakota, Texas, Washington) do not have
general income taxes.
California (the income taxes are administered "by a separate state
agency. Sales and use tax accounts for most of the audit
time, "but audit also covers excise taxes.)
Connecticut
Nevada
Ohio
Pennsylvania (withholding; taxes on fuels)
Rhode Island (motor fuel, withholding)
South Dakota (bank and related taxes)
Texas (with franchise tax; sales and use utilizes 60?S of audit time)
Washington (with business and occupation tax and excises)
West Virginia (with business and occupation tax)
Nominal Integration, but little in practice .
Iowa (though the intent is to integrate. Corporation income tax audit
is separate.)
Maine (auditors do not do personal and corporate income tax audit as
routine procedure)
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Minnesota (the plan is to get more integration)
Mississippi
New Jersey
Virginia
Limited Integration , substantial specialization "by auditor.
Alabama (with variation by region)
Florida (corporate income tax; no personal income tax; substantial
specialization by auditors)
Georgia
Hawaii
New York (not all auditors are trained for all taxes)
Substantial Integration, some specialization.
Arkansas (all auditors can do both taxes)
Utah (There are two sets of auditors, though in the same functional
unit; but each does the other group's tax as well.)
Zt3^rLc' o- Col-jr.:ia
Complete Integration . In general, with some exceptions, all auditors
are trained to do both sales and income taixes audits, and routinely do both
types in an audit:
Colorado
Illinois (tnough most of the time goes to sales-use tax)
Indiana
Kentucky
Michigan
N ebraska
New Mexico (most of the time going to the sales tax)
North Carolina
Vermont (most of time to sales-use tax)
Wisconsin ^audits do not always include both sales and income taxes)
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Several of these states, for example Michigan and Ne'braska, express the
view that integration has been a complete success.
The trend without question has been toward integration. Nineteen
states reported no integration in 1970 compared to eleven in I98O. Eleven
states report complete integration in 1980, compared to five in 1970. Four
of those five, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, and Nebraska, were the pioneers
in integration, together with Utah, the fifth, which has integration but
separate income and sales tax audit units. The trend has been strengthened
by the tendency of management consulting firms to favor this approach,
which appears to be more logical. The approach has several potential
advantages. Less nuisance is created for the taLxpayer. With non-integrated
audit, the taxpayer may be visited by a sales tax auditor one week and an
income tax auditor the next, with the need for making various records and
time of personnel available. (Although in most states, the audit coverage
is so limited that this danger is not very real, except for a few large
companies.)
Secondly, travel time for auditors and wasted time in waiting for
access to records, etc., are reduced.
Thirdly, since some data checked for both taxes are the same, greater
efficienty in audit should result from integration. Check of gross receipts
is required for both taxes, for example, and cross check of figures reported
on the two returns is helpful . Check on capital equipment purchases for
income tax purposes leads to discovery of possible escape of use tax.
In practice, however, the advantages appear typically not to be fully
realised. One problem relates to selection of accounts for audit, since
criteria differ in selection. If either tax dominates, firms warranting
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audit under the other levy are neglected. Secondly, the emphasis in audit
is different, though some figures are required in common. Much sales tax
audit is designed to uncover purchases on which tsix has not been paid and
to check upon the accuracy of reported non-taxable sales. Neither of these
items is of any concern for income tax audit. Partly because of these
differences, auditors appear typically to prefer to work on one tax or the
other. Related is the training problem. Competence in audit of both taxes
requires more extensive training, and many auditors never gain equal com-
petence in both. The tax field in which a person is most competent and
most interested will get more effective audit.
One limiting factor on true audit integration is that many states do
little income tax audit, relying primarily upon Federal audits. This is
true of both the personal income tax and the corporate tax on firms doing
business solely within the state. Such audit of corporations as is done
primarily is concerned with interstate allocation of income, an issue of
little concern for sales tax purposes.
On the whole, the net advantage from integrating sales and income tax
audit is unclear, though close cooperation is desirable. The best solution
in a particular state depends upon a number of factors: the geographical
dispersion of firms which affects travel time and cost; the nature of the
sales tax, which affects emphasis in sales tax audit; the willingness of
the state to rely primarily upon federal audit for income tax purposes; the
ability to establish satisfactory working relations between senior sales tax
personnel and those of the field division; the general competence of auditors;
and other considerations.
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By contrast, integrating audit of the sales tax and any closely related
levy such as a business gross receipts tax is desirable, since the audit
procedures are very similar. Integrating specialized taxes, such as those
on insurance premiums or pari mutuel betting with the sales tax, is not
particularly significant, since relatively few taxpayers and specialized
personnel are involved.
Responsibility of Selection of Accounts for Audit
The general pattern remains the same as ten years ago: pjrimarily
responsibility for the selection of accounts for audit rests with headquarters,
not the district offices, and, typically, with the Field Audit unit.
Headquarters Selection . Some twenty seven states place the responsibility
for audit selection in headquarters. There are several reasons. Complete
data on the performance of the firms is located in headquarters; even with
video termnals in district offices, all information desired for audit
selection is not available. There is also the belief that more satisfactory
comparisons of potential audit productivity can be made on a centralized
basis, with experienced personnel.
The exact location of responsibility varies. At least five states
use a selection committee system—Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Michigan,
€lu3 ^he Dis'ri::" of liolur.cia.
and New Jersey., /The committee is made of senior audit staff. In many of
the smaller states, the responsibility rests with the chief auditor: Arizona,
Idaho, Kansas, Maryland, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina
(chief of the sales tax audit group), Vermont, and Wyoming. Responsibility
rests with the tax division, rather than the audit division, in Kentucky
and South Dakota. In Virginia, one-third of the audits are selected by the
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sales tax unit, two-thirds by the field unit. Other states with selection
in headquarters include Florida, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Washin^on,
West Virginia, Wisconsin. In all of these states with central selection,
requests for selection and leads are fed back to headquarters from auditors
and district officers, but no selection occurs except at headquarters.
Headquarters and District Offices . In six states, the responsibility
is divided between headquarters and the district offices: Alabama, Arkansas,
Maine, Missouri, Nevada (headquarters prepares lists with priorities; these
go to the district offices), Texas.
District Offices . In ten states, primary responsibility rests at
district level, although with guidelines, priorities, and often, lists of
vendors, sent from headquarters: California, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Tennessee.
In three of these states substantial responsibility is placed on the
auditors for selection. In Mississippi they have primary responsibility
for selection and do not require approval of higher authority. In Georgia,
auditors are expected to find 50 percent of their audits on their own. In
North Carolina, responsibility rests primarily on the auditors.
Field Audit Personnel
Field auditing once performed in part by compliance personnel, is now
performed solely by the audit staffs except in very limited instances. In
states with a single class of field personnel, Alabama, Hawaii, Maine,
Minnesota, Ohio and Vermont, there is some overlap of functions, but in
general the junior personnel do the compliance work, the more senior, the
audit work.
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Methods of Selection of Accounts for Audit
The states have never had the personnel to audit all firms within the
period of the statute of limitations and would not find it worthwhile to do
so, as experience has shown that many accounts will yield little or no
additional revenue from audit. Many of the registered firms owe so little
total annual tax that audit could not possibly pay for itself. Accordingly
the methods for selection of accounts for audit are highly important, if
the limited audit program is to offer maximum effectiveness. The states
have struggled for years to determine the optimal method. The great majority
of states still feel that their methods are not very scientific—that the
simplest methods will reveal sufficient profitable audits to occupy the
time of the available personnel. But several states have made extended
efforts to find the most effective selection methods, including experimenta-
tion with EDP.
Most states use more than one method of selection, and thus the following
lists are not mutually exclusive.
Leads . Most states rely at least in part, and many primarily, on
leads
—
primarily ones unearthed in other audits. In a sense these may be
called spinoffs from other sales tax audits, or in some instances, income
tcLX audits. Among the states that emphasize leads as the primary basis for
selection are Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa (60% of the selection
;;assachuseT t3
from leads), Kansas,/Missouri {95% from leads), and North Carolina. -*- As an
1. Other states noting leads as a significant source are Alabama,
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota,
Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Wyoming.
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example: audit of one type of retailer shows that the store bought taxable
office equipment from a supplier under a resale certificate. Audit of the
supplier will likely show that the supplier was not careful about checking
upon resale certificates. Audit of a sheet metal firm may show misapplica-
tion of tax to shop-built downspouts; this will lead to audit of other sheet
metal shops.
Office Audit
In earlier years of the sales tax, selection of accounts for audit was
based primarily upon office audit—of examination of returns, usually by
senior clerical personnel, to discover ones that appeared to be out of line
and therefore warranted field audit.
This procedure is still followed in 13 states to some extent. In two
of these, Hawaii and Wisconsin, only the annual returns are checked,
retailed examination of all returns is made in Iowa, Kansas (the office
auditors will often contact the vendor for clarification), Minnesota, New
Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia, Washington, ^
and this constitutes one source of leads for field audit. Colorado plans
such a system.
A second group of states makes a less complete review, checking certain
transactions only: Alabama, Idaho (automobile sales, contractors), Illinois,
Indiana (exempt purchasers especially), Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan (bankruptcies, etc.), Missouri, New York, North Carolina, and West
Virginia. Only clerical review is given in Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia,
Utah and Vermont.
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The remaining states make no office audit at all (returns are, of
course, checked for completeness "before entry into the computer system,
and the computer checks arithmetic): Arkansas, California, Florida, Maine,
Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island
(except boat sales), South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas.
Classification of Firms; Industry-Wide Selection and the Cell System
The states discovered very early that some types of business are more
prone to errors than other types; for example, plumbing and electrical shops
make more errors than shoe stores, simply because they have relatively more
exempt transactions and ones of a borderline nature. A store selling only
shoes and related items, such as shoe laces and polish, makes only taxable
sales, and chances for error are slight. By contirast, an office supply and
print shop makes some taxable sales, some exempt sales, renders services
that may not be taxable, buys some goods for tsixable purposes, others for
nontaxable ones, and makes sales to churches and other exempt institutions.
The chances for error are great
.
Thus some states make some audit selections simply ah industry wide
basis: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut (for example, car dealers), Iowa,
Mississippi, Nevada, West Virginia. Used car dealers are a particular
favorite. Nevada has a special program for casinos, auditing the larger
ones every eighteen months, the smaller, every two years.
Several states have sought to go beyond this simple approach, classifying
firms by industry and sales volume into cells, on the basis of experience
built up from previous audit, to establish priorities for selection. The
pioneer was California, which began the system about twenty years ago and
\
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has continued to update and improve it. The "basic system remains largely
the same. Firms are classified on the "basis of experience about audit
productivity as revealed "by the EDP system into l6 cells, according to type
of "business and volume of sales, :."L;~ two additional: 17, closeouts, and
18, no seller permit. Headquarters sends detailed information to the
district offices on the firms in the top six cells, for a three year
period; the district office is expected to look at the records of all firms
in the top five and select particular firms for audit. Files on firms in
cells 7 to l6 are sent only on request, "but a printout of all firms "ripe"
for audit goes out annually to the district offices. While priority is
attached to the top five, some coverage of all cells is expected.
Michigan uses a simplified version of the cell system; firms are
classified into three groups, "based largely on potential revenues. As
explained "below, Michigan was a pioneer in the experiments with EDP selection
based on norms, "but a'bandoned it for the cell approach.
New York: A "basically similar system is used; fi2niis are grouped into
cells on the basis of pro"bable audit productivity and audit assignments
are developed accordingly. Idaho classifies firms by gross annual sales
into four groups and assigns them to auditors "by rank.
EDP Selection Based upon Norms Developed from Experience
The cell systems involve substantial use of EDP equipment, to "build
up information on past audits and to classify firms into the cells established.
A num"ber of other states are making some use of data processing in selection
of accounts for audit in other ways; most of these, at present, involve simply
the preparation of listings of firms by type of industry, volume of tax
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liability or both, to facilitate selection of the accounts to receive
priority in audit. These include the following:
Colorado
Illinois (the printouts showing tax liability by firm)
Mississippi (providing computer printouts to the district offices to
aid in selection)
Nebraska (printouts showing firms with large tax liability)
P ennsylvania
Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Rhode Island, Texas have plans for
use of EDP in selection.
A second group of states seeks to go beyond mere listing by tax
liability, location, etc. to show deviations from established norms.
States began experimenting with this approach two decades ago, commencing
with Michigan. The principle is to develop norms on the basis of experience,
as for example, typical gross sales for particular types of stores in cities
of a given size, typical figures of deductions of various types as a
percentage of gross sales, by type of business, etc. The computer then
determines those firms that deviate by a specified percentage from the
norms; these represent prime candidates for audit selection.
States making some use of this approach include:
Connecticut, in which the computer is used to call attention to firms
departing substantially from the norms.
Florida, in which the computer determines the i3.tio of tax to gross
sales. The primary selection, however, is on the basis of leads.
Minnesota, using EDP prepared printouts, showing as for example deductions
as a percentage of gross sales, etc.
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North Dakota, EDP provides listings of volume of tax "by city size,
percentage of deductions of various types, etc.
Washington, with EDP supplied figures of volume of sales by type of
"business, deduction percentages, etc.
None of these states, however, rely primarily upon EDP selection, as
was hoped a decade ago. There are several difficulties. One is that of
appropriate classification of firms, given the diversity in various types
of "businesses and the changing patterns over time. Some drug stores carry
a wide range of nondrug items, for example. There are many individual
circumstances affecting both gross sales and deductions. Nevertheless, the
computer system can develop leads that indicate potential for audit more
cheaply and satisfactorily than other means.
Other Methods
Complaints and Informers . Several states make some selection on the
basis of complaints—usually from competitors or from disgruntled employees
—
Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Virginia, Washington, for example.
Previous Audit Experience . Several states give substantial attention
to the productivity of past audits—Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Illinois,
Kentucky, Maryland, Nevada, South Carolina. Many firms do not appear to
learn from experience. In several states, continued delinquency, especially
on the part of larger firms, results in audit.
Large Firms . The cell systems tend to place substantial stress on the
larger firms, but a number of other states set up priority systems for such
firms, since the dollar productivity of audit is likely to be high. The
following states particularly stress the importance of auditing large firms;
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the figures in parenthesis indicate the interval in which they seek to
audit all large firms: Idaho (3 years), Louisiana (yearly), New Mexico,
Oklahoma (3 years), Texas (4 years), Maine, Wisconsin (4 years), Wyoming
(5 years). Several states audit all direct pay permit holders at frequent
intervals
.
Random . With the usual system of audit selection, smaller firms in
some lines of business will never "be audited as the potential productivity
is far too low. If this word gets around, obviously the firms have little
incentive to apply the tax correctly. Thus a few states do some strictly
random audit—California under its cell system, Kentucky, New Mexico, Texas.
But most states do not bother, concentrating their efforts of the productive
audits
.
As the primary methods of selection suggest, the prime objective in
audit selection is to maximize the recovery of tax revenue. Some states
explicitly state this as the primary goal, for example, Georgia, Maryland,
Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Texas, Utah, Washington. But
in fact most other states do as well—though it is difficult as a rule to
get a positive statement of objectives out of the revenue department. But
apart from revenue, some states. do indicate the desirability of ensuring
overall compliance with the law on the part of all finns.
Audit Approaches and Procedures
Guidance and Information for Auditors
The majority of states, currently twenty- -' '".", have relatively up-
to-date audit manuals for a guide to "uditors. These vary in completeness.
1. Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Vir'inia, Wyoming. Colorado, Iowa,
Maine, and South Carolina have manuals, but they are out of date.
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but in general, they outline the steps to be taken in the audit procedure,
and serve as guides for the conduct of the audit itself. Many of them
provide information relating to various types of industries. In addition
to this group, Wisconsin has a manual for training purposes only. New
manuals are being developed in Florida, Georgia, New York and North Carolina,
The states differ in what the auditors take with them on audits.
The most common approach now is to provide the auditor with a computer
printout of the information from the returns for the past several years,
often three. This is easily generated— so long as this information is in
the computer memory. But the memory often does not include the full
period, and details of deductions by type are often not entered into the
memory. The printout approach is used in, among others, Kansas, Illinois,
Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi (sent by telex), Nebraska, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Vermont. With states with video units in
the district offices, the auditors can of course, gain access to information
the computer memory contains on a video screen or direct printout.
The major alternative is to send copies of the returns, produced in
some states from microfilm or microf ische; Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Nebraska, New York, South Dakota, Wisconsin. Iowa provides a
summary of the record.
Several states emphasize check on all material in the vendor's file;
returns, results of past audits, correspondence, etc.—Georgia, Maryland,
Michigan, New Jersey, West Virginia. This is not possible in states with
large geographical area with auditors assigned to districts.
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Missouri provides nothing to the auditor, who must work from the vendor
records, and Utah does not provide the account history.
Initial Steps in Audit
Typically, when auditors commence assignments, they contact the vendor
in advance for an appointment and then review with the appropriate person
the nature of the accounting system. If the taxpayer is a vendor with a
substantial volume of business, some states require a preliminary test check
to determine the desirability of a complete audit. Even in the large firms,
a test check lasts only two or three days.
If a more complete audit is scheduled as a result of the preliminary
check, or a thorough audit is undertaken as a matter of policy without a
preliminary check, a test period is selected for the typical retail business.
This period is often one month in a year. Results are then projected for
the entire period, back to the previous audit or over the period allowed by
the statute of limitations. .•'' ~ "" are almost always made to get the vendor
to agree to accept the test period, and the auditor to get this agreement
may make adjustments in the exact period to be used. It is normally to the
vendor's advantage to agree. Otherwise, the firm may be subjected to a much
longer and more careful audit, which is the source of inconvenience. Failure
of the vendor to agree to a particular period creates the danger that the
vendor will challenge in court the validity of the selected test period in
the event of disagreement with the assessment "cased upon the audit.
A great increase is reported in use of statistical sampling techniques
in selecting test data and establishment of confidence levels. This was
particularly noted in Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, New
York, Ohio, West Virginia.
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The test period check is unsuitatle for certain firms: contractors;
sellers of high-value items, such as motor vehicle dealers; manufacturers,
whose liability is mostly on purchases from out of the state ;and businesses
with sales, often large in amount, that are made for exempt puxposes other
than resale.
Approaches to Audit
States differ somewhat in approaches to audit, particularly on emphasis,
but the same techniques are almost always used. There are several major
elements in sales and use tax audit.
Taxable Purchases by Vendor . Business firms frequently make out-of-
state purchases of equipment, supplies, and other taxable items tax-free
and fail to pay use tax, or purchase such goods in-state under exemption
certificate and fail to account for tax themselves. One of the principal
audit checks is to ascertain failure to pay tax on these purchases. Asset
accounts, depreciation accounts, and depreciation schedules are examined
to ascertain taxable items and frequently purchase invoices are checked
to see whether tax was applied by the supplier. Examination of income
tax returns aids in revealing purchases on which tax should have been paid.
A number of states report this activity as constituting a large portion of
audit work: Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Nevada, North Carolina,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Washing, Wisconsin.
Reported Sales . Initially the auditors will check the sales account
in the general ledger or the general journal to compare these sales figures
with figures reported on the tax returns. They will also examine other
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accounts in the general ledger to ascertain taxable sales that do not
appear m the sales account, such as provision of meals to emplovces.
.
Likewise the data in the sales and use tax accounts in the general
ledger will be compared with the figures shown on the returns,
espec;allv in the states that stress reporting of exact amounts of tax
collected.
Some check, at least a sampling, will be made of sales invoices to
see that the tax has been properly applied and posted. Wlien onK- cash
register tapes are a\ailable, sometimes a quick check on the application
of the tax will be made, but for the most part the tapes are useless for
audit.
Although these checks will give some indication of proper procedures
and application of tax, they will not reveal underreporting of fro.s.s
sales if the sales mvoices are missing or if thev take the form of oniv
cash register tapes. Since careful comparison is difficult, a number
of states utilize secondan.- audit checks, either as a routme matter on
a sample basis or where irre'^ularities are suspected. There are
four types of checks,
1. Re\!e'.\' of purchase records, with some check of figures reported in
the accounts against purchase invoices, to ascertain total cost of goods
sold. A markup figure is then employed, either standard for thetvpe
of retailing or one based on a shelf test, to see what the volume of
sales should have been. If a wide discrepancy occurs between this
and reported sales, further check will be made.'
This method produces accurate results onlv if purchase records are
complete. A firm wishing to e\ade will dispose of some of the purcliase
in\oices. The only further check (apart from income tax records noted
below) is to obtain information from the firm's supplier. This check
is relativsly easy in some instances. But for many states in which
retailers are largely supplied, by out-of-state firms, this check is
laborious and e:rpensive and resorted to only in extreme cases. But
the fact that this method can be used serves to make retailers more
careful than they would otherwise be about attempting to conceal
purchases. Some states find it worthwhile to calculate the markup
as shown by the purchase and sales figures. If the figure departs
substantially from the usual markups, further investigation is made.
2. Income tax returns. Most states now make some check of figures
of sales reported on sales tax returns with reported sales on income tax
returns. The income tax returns are often prepared by public accounting
firms, and so the danger of outright evasion is less than with the
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sales tax returns. The income tax returns also show the cost of goods
sold. Firms seek to maximize these figures for income tax, whereas they
wish to minimize them for sales tax if they are underreporting sales.
Discrepancies suggest understatement of purchases in the purchase records.
The income tax returns also reveal capital account purchases on which use
tax may be due, as noted above. Otherwise they provide little assistance
for sales tax audit.
3. Gash Analysis. A few states place greater emphasis on analysis
of hank deposits and cash flows to checK the accuracy of reported sales
and purchase figures.
k. Special. Minnesota attempts to check the accuracy of reported
liq^uor sales by checking liquor purchases and drinks per bottle.
Deductions . A large portion of audit effort is devoted to check on
the accuracy of deductions from gross sales. There are several types of
deductions, and the approaches to checking differ somewhat;
!. S.i'.cs for resale. A\idit of Firms doing any wholesale business requires
check on the accviracv of reported sales for resale. Check is made
against the file of resale certificates the vendor 1 in almost all states 1
is required to keep on hand. If the vendor does not ha\e a certificate
for a particular sale he is frequently given time, a week or so. to
obtain one. Likewise the auditor considers the reasonableness of^ the
claim of sale for resale. If, for instance, furniture is sold to a bakerv
under a resale certificate, the claim is almost certainlv invalid, \\heii
necessan,- the auditor will su2;gest that investigation be made of the
purchasing firm that gave tlie'certificate. There is no other etTective
means of .uiditmg sales for resale. Norm.s are useless because of wic.e
'.anations m the e\tc;it of v\holesale sales.
:. b.iles for out f.f state deliverv. .\udit of reported sales for out of state
deli\er.- requires check upon the sales invoices and, m the e\ ent of
doubt, upon the evidence of out of state deliverv such as postal
roceints or truck or rail bills of lading, or, in the event of deliverv hv
the firm's own truck, some type of log' of such deliveries. Perfect check
on the firm's ov.-n ir-ick 'deliveries is impossible, but leakage ;s
probabb. not ':;reat. Unlcs evidence ot deliver is checked, firms mav
.v:;te Diit-of-St.ite IJfhwiA- on sales niNoices e\cn though the cus-
'."UU-r I. ikes delis eiA' .icross the counter.
'>. Sales to v-v-.-mpt biiveis. S.iles to v.irious e.\empt purchasers, such as
g-i'.::!;::ie:;t.il m:.:'.> .incl rcl;g;' -us .itvl charitable organizations in man".
stat'-< .md to farmers '.\.lieu the .'xeniptions are conditional on the
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purchaser being a "bona fide farmer, require some check against invoices
and upon certificates where they are required. In many states where no
certificate is used, an invoice must be issued with name and nature of
the exempt purchaser. The auditor as a rule will make little further
check unless large items are involved, in which case the purchaser will be
contacted. On sales to farmers, little investigation is made beyond the
invoice to determine if the purchaser appears to be a farmer. Actioally with
most sales of farm supplies, eligibility is obvious from the product sold.
Individuals, for example, do not buy twenty sacks of hog food for personal
use.
4. Commodity exemptions. Firms have incentive to report sales of
taxable commodities as sales of exempt ones, whether or not they collect
the tax from the customer. One step is to examine the general ledger and
the sales tax account and returns to be sure that tax is paid on the amounts
posted as taxable sales. This figure does not always appear in the accounts.
A second check is to sample sales invoices to see if the firm is applying
the tax correctly, distinguishing properly between exempt and taxable goods,
and then correctly totalling the sales of taxable goods for tax calculation.
With cash register tapes, this type of check is virtually impossible.
Modern cash registers allow identification of taxable and exempt sales,
but there is no assurance of proper punching of the register and no simple
way to cneck. Older cash registers either do not identify taxable and
exempt sales or have no tape at all. Some small firms use neither invoices
nor cash registers. Even invoices of course may be in error.
Auditors use several approaches to check upon the accuracy of the
figures shown on the invoices or to check where invoices are unavailable.
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The most common is to review the purchase invoices of the fiirTii. If on
the average 20% of a firm'-s sales consist of exempt goods and markup
percentages are the same on taxable and exempt goods, 20% of the sales
should consist of exempt goods. If the accuracy and completeness of the
purchase invoices are doubted, the auditor may check back on the supplier,
but in most states this check is difficult, costly and resorted to only in
more extreme cases. The auditor will frequently check the ratio of exempt
to taxable sales and compare it with past years for the firm and for the
typical figure in the industry. Any significant departure from the norm
will result in more careful audit.
As a final resort in a few states, a cash register test will be made.
For a sample period, an agent will stay at the cash register and watch the
accuracy of recording and the percentages of taxable and exempt sales.
This process is costly, and most states avoid it in preference to other
means.
5. Other deductions. Check is frequently made on a sample basis of
correct treatment of freight, interest, installation charges, and other elements
in price. These problems most commonly arise with manufacturers.
In states in which sales under a specified figure are exempt, check
must be made of the accuracy of the reported volume of these sales.
Similarly, in states that require the vendor to pay the exact amount of
tax received from the customer when this amount exceeds the product of tax
rate times taxable sales, check must be made. Georgia and Ohio are examples.
This check is frequently done by sampling through review of invoices and
cash register tapes (which identify small sales) and, if necessary through
the type of actual test check at the cash register as noted. This process
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can "be time consuming with little revenue gain. In these instances also,
norms are frequently employed, test developed from experience. Only firms
departing significantly from the norms are investigated.
Ascertainment of correct reporting of exempt sales and other deductions
is not aided by income tax returns, since taxable and exempt sales are
treated in the same fashion for income tax.
Firms Without Records
A problem of diminishing importance is the small vendor without
records or with seriously inadequate records. Most states report few
firms of this type. They are encountered primarily in rural areas in the
South and low income areas of large cities. Pressure for records for
other taxes plus general improvements in retail bookkeeping have materially
reduced the problem. All states, however, encounter some stores of this
character. The most common approach is to ascertain the stores' purchases
from suppliers and then apply a standard markup, or to obtain a figure of
sales by a shelf test. Tennessee and Michigan, for example, report primary
reliance on this approach, but the latter also uses cash analysis. North
Dakota relies on bank statements and income tax returns, partly because
of the difficulty in contacting suppliers.
Other techniques are occasionally used. Projection of sales from
LMriirr prrinds for vvhicii figures
.ire available is a relativ<']'>- simple
niL-thncl. Ill otluT in.stances. the saieN-iii-procrress test m.aitioneil alxne
'.vill he Kseci t(i ascertain actual ^ross and taxable sales and actual
ta\ collected
,,
if this figure is re([uired > for a short period and then
extend ]t to the .-iitir.' period. This tecKni(|.ie is reiativeK- eosch.
C: lurt a.ttitu.i.'s tow-arri constructive assessments based on purchase
::.-.MU-.-s and markup and other seconclarv mde\es and test' nenods
•'r\- c^msiderabh. Usually there is no problem if th^e vendor
cannot produce records
.
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AIDIT OF rlUMS OTUEP. IHA.V HICTAILKHS
A substantial amount iih aiulit time i.s clc\otcd to manufacturers,
wiioiesalers. and otrb.er nonretail firms. Most sales ()f firms in these
categories are iKjt taxalili.'. but a spot ciieek- will be made ot sales
iiuoices to see it tax is being reported on sales that are. The audit
approach is fremientK' throin^h a check on taxable sales rather than
gross sales less deductions, sinces few sales are taxalile. As noted,
re\iew is made of resale certificates to ensure that the\' liave been
wiiidK' executed and that the firms issuing them are actually registered.
Audits of wholesalers pick up little tax. but thev suggest audits of
customers apparentK- misusing their certificates and make the uhole-
salers more careful about obtaining resale certificates.
-Most errors b\ manufacturers arise from failure to applv use tax
to purchases from out of state or to items legitimatelv purchased
under resale certificate and then used for taxable purposes, .-\udit
therefore centers around purchase account records and invoices, in-
ternal transfer orders, depreciation accounts, and inventor\- records.
Audit of contractors involves primarilv a check to ensure that use
tax ha.s been paid on items bought from out of state or bought tax free
under registration number. Dual contractor-retailer and eontractor-
iiianiifacturer businesses involve some of the most complicated audits,
iiuolvin.g careful check to ensure that tax has been applied properly
on tile suitable price figure for both contract work and retail sales.
SI.WrMAHY OF MAJOR SOUBCE,S OF ERROR
The relative importance of \'arious t\'pes of errors uncovered in audit
s'aries among the states with the structure of the tax, the nature of
the economy, the emphasis in the audit program, .md (jther considera-
tions. But substanti;d agreement occurs on the importance of several
sources of error.
7';;.v oil /)i;rr/i(.'.ve.9. .All states report tliat .^lilure to report tax on tax-
able purchases is a major source of audit assessment. In inan\" states.
t,i\ assessments .m purchases i-\ceed tax a.ssessmeiits on sales. In Iowa..
i.ir r\amiile. two-thii'ds ot the .nldition.i! re\-enue frnin audit is frnm
use tax on puivba.ses. In Illinois the fi^re is forty percent,
I. Out-ef-st.ile purch.ises. f'inn.s ni.u' l.ui to .uceujit tin' and pay use tax
.in ta\.i!)le iti-in.s pmeii.ised troin mitsuie the state, Finns of ,ui\ ii.'i'
•.\ill make .oine puicliast's troiu nut-iit-.state veiuiors. and m.iny are
careless ,i!)out establisl'.ing a satistaetmv SNstem inv .lecouiiimi; Uiv !a\
DU t.e.alile pureliases ot this .har.ieter. Oper, iters of smaller firms
rrequeiitk- no\er rhmk oi the [|uestifiii or fail to e\amine purchase in-
. oKes to ensure that ta\ has been paid. .\Iaii\ !.u"t;er firms have not
(ii-\eloned satisfaetorv Lontriil ssstems to ensure that tax is aeenunlei.1
for on all tasaliie out-ot-state pnreiiases.
^, l''r,xiuises 'iiitli-'r certiiuate. T'loselv rei.ited to the tir.t source of error
s i.iilme to .leeoiHit tor tax '.jii pureii.ises made t.i\ Iree mitler res.ile
eeitifie.lte and fiieii useci !ov t.ixaliie purposes. I'o some extent, par-
tieniaiK vvith smaller iiriiis. fieliluT.Ue misuse occurs. .V store '.vil!
•sMie .1 es.i'e certificate to puichase m Hem intended lor taxaiile use
in the store •<': in- tiie ovener. it exai; p!; , a : li;i;er.it!.'i'. \'r\v snp.pliers
•-vil; .jiicstlon .1 lertificale. in l.ict. lla" cannot be expected to lio so
except in tile most obvious cases.
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Far more common than the cases of deliberate abuse are those oi:
simple failure to account for tax when items are used for taxable pur-
poses. In smaller stores, owners frequently divert store purchases to
personal use and fail to record the transaction or report tax. Most
businesses, larf^e or small, use some items purchased for resale: light
bulbs, stationerv, cleaning compounds, and a thousand and one other
items. Few appear to have devised internal control svstems adequate
to pick up tax on all these transfers from stock to store use, and many
smaller establishments do not e\ en consider the question.
.\ related situation occurs when a finn purchases from the same sup-
pliers articles used partly for resale, partly to render service activities,
and partlv for taxable use b\" the finn. .Automobile paint purchased by
a garage that does bod\- refinishing work for customers and prepares
used cars for resale is a good example. The garage is also likeK- to sell
such paint to customers and to use it oii its own trucks. Obviously, the
garage must be allowed to bu\- all of the paint tax free. Ensuring cor-
rect application of tax is difficult, even if the garage has an entirelv
saListact(jr\ record s\stem, .\udit does not always re\'eal errors of this
t\ i)e. at least without a careful, time-consuming check.
Nontaxable Sales . Most errors relating to sales tax, per se, center
around, exempt sales. Firms may delilDerately overreport nontaxable sales,
but more commonly they are not careful about keeping an exact record of
such sales and are inclined to overstate them. Sometimes sales are made
tax free when they should not be. Often error is due to honest misinterpre-
tation of the law. In other cases clerks are careless or are not well
instructed on taxable and exempt sales.
Michigan, Rhode Island, Utah find errors with nontaxable sales
generally; Georgia, with exemption certificates; Arizona, Indiana,
Kentucky, Nebraska, Washington, with sales for resale; North DaJcota,
Vermont, Washington, with sales for out of state delivery. Exempt farm
supplies are a major source of error in Idaho, sales to the United States
in Arizona, application of tax to services in Iowa and New Mexico;
exemption of machinery in Georgia, Idaho, and Nebraska.
Two specific examples can be given. Kentucky lists five categories
of major tax misapplication: exempt purchases by manufacturers and sales
for resale; purchases by contractors; out of state purchases of supplies
by banks; lack of exemption certificates on exempt sales; and no records firms.
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Illinois reports that 60 percent of the amount of assessments from
audit are on sales (retailers occupation tax) errors, ^0 percent on use
tax. Of the 60 percent on sales tax, 30 percent involved unreported
receipts, 70 percent, deductions.
Underreporting: of Gross Sales . Normally, auditors test check reported
gross sales figures, hut errors are relatively rare except in very small
firms. The gross sales figure, which is required for federal income tax,
is provided by the most elementary "bookkeeping system if sales are
recorded. The figure is subject to check in audit by GPA finns, whereas
the breakdown between taxable and exempt sales is not. Only the small
family business with few records of any kind and no clear segregation of
business and household receipts is likely to lack a reasonably accurate
figure of gross sales. State experience now typically shows that these
businesses are of no major concern. Only Nebraska and Michigan note
understatement of gross sales as a significant problem.
Tax treatment of contractors is always a fertile field for misapplica-
tion of tax because of the interpretative questions on tax base and the
dual businesses of many firms in this field.
Completion of Audit
The experienced auditor develops a feel for the extent to which the
conduct of the audit is justified and brings it to a conclusion when the
optimal point is reached, making the tentative assessment or credit. Most
states are careful to ensure that credit is given for any net overpayment.
In virtually all states the auditor is required to discuss his findings
with the vendor to obtain his approval. In a surprising number of cases,
the auditor receives approval—typically around 90 percent.
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States, however, differ sharply on the instructions to the auditors
on collecting an amount owed. Collection is prohibited in Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Nebraska,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, West Virginia,
Wisconsin. Two reasons are the desire to avoid subsequent changes following
review of the audit, and the belief that collection may lead to wrong
impressions on the part of the taxpayer and possible improper negotiations
between auditor and taxpayer. Collection is discouraged in Maryland. It
is permitted, but not encouraged in Arizona, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Maine,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Texas, , Vermont, Washington. By
contrast, collection is actively encouraged in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Michigan (about l/3 is collected), Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia^ and the Ei?+ric''
The auditor must submit a formal report to his supervisor. Typically,
a form is provided to show whether a check was made on various items, the
nature of the deficiency, and the apparent reasons for it. Summaries of
sales and tax data by month or quarter are frequently required, as are
calculated data for sales, the relationship of purchases and sales, and
inventory and markup. The aim is to ensure adequate information for review
of the audit
.
Audit Assessment
While the auditor universally recommends the amount of the assessment
if he concludes that additional tax is due, location of responsibility for
legal assessment of additional tax as a resiolt of audit varies among the
states. Assessment is made by the chief of audit in Arizona, Kansas,
Mississippi, North Dakota, Utah and Wyoming. It is made by the sales tax
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division in Alabama, Colorado, California (Business Tax division), Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Carolina, and West Virginia
(Business Tax division), and by the tax division in Iowa and North Carolina.
In most other states, the assessment is also made in headquarters.
By contrast, assessment is made in the district office in Arkansas, and
by the auditors themselves (subject to possible change upon review) in
Illinois (if the taxpayer agrees with the audit findings), Indiana, Minnesota,
New York, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia.
Interest and Penalty
In most states, the same rules on interest and penalty apply as for
delinquency, but the penalty may be waived on application, and veiy commonly
is. Waiving may be recommended by the auditor, or action taken only on
request of the vendors. Usually only penalty, not interest, is waived,
but in a few states, such as New Jersey, both can be waived. Tennessee
is one of the few states in which the auditor can waive penalty; in other
states the auditor merely recommends. Maryland, Ohio {l5% penalty) and
Iowa do not waive, and Idaho and Rhode Island, only rarely.
By contrast one group of states does not apply penalty so long as
the return has been filed and audit assessments are paid by the specified
date: Arizona, Minnesota, Nevada, Vermont, Washington.
Review of Audit
All states provide some type of review of each audit, but the states
vary in the relative responsibility placed on the district office and headquarters,
~. Colorado, Connecticut, Florida (Board of audit selection), Georgia,
Hawaii, Maine, Maryland(Assessment section), Massachusetts, Nebraska, New
Jersey (central review group), New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania (Bureau
of Accounts Settlement), Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin.
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District Office . In several states, almost sole responsibility for
audit /"' 'is placed on the audit supervisor in the district office, with
little or no review at headquarters:
Colorado (audit group leader) Maine
Georgia Mississippi
Hawaii New Mexico (a few to headquarters
for review)
Illinois New York (some to headquarters)
North Carolina
District Office, then to Audit Division in Headquarters .
California (Group Supervisor, District Review Officer in detail,
District Principal Auditor, Audit Review Unit in headquarters)
Iowa Nebraska
Mairyland Pennsylvania
Massachusetts Vermont
Missouri Washington
District Office, then to Sales Tax Division in Headquarters .
Alabama Tennessee
Kentucky Virginia
Ohio (to Audit Review Group)
In the following states, primary r-c-- -.--;•. is in headquarters.
Chief Auditor (in some states, a part of the work is done by senior
auditors working under the chief)
.
Arizona Oklahoma
Connecticut Rhode Island
Idaho South Carolina (field audit section)
Kansas South Dakota
Louisiana (then to Sales Tax Division) Utah
Nevada West Virginia
North Dakota
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Audit Division, then to Sales Tax Division
Louisiana
Michigan
Sales Tax Division
Minnesota
Special audit grou-p in Headquarters
Florida New Jersey District- of
I^olu.T.'bia
Indiana Wisconsin
Audit review serves primarily to ensure that the audit is correct, but
it also ser^/es as a check on the competence of particular auditors and
aids in ensuring greater uniformity of interpretation among auditors.
Appeal fi-om Audit
Of constitutional necessity, states must provide for right of appeal
from audit determination. In all states, some form of administrative
appeal is authorized, formally or informally, to minimize the number of
cases going to the courts. Frequently there are two levels of administra-
tive appeal and in some states as many as four prior to court appeal,
though taxpayers do not necessarily go through all steps.
Initial Appeal
The taxpayer usually has thirty days to appeal the audit assessment.
The figure is 15 in Louisiana, 20 in Illinois, Mighigan, 60 in West Virginia.
A hearing must be requested, usually by mail, but request may often be made
by phone or personal appearance. Initially, the appeal is highly informal.
The exact procedure, however, varies among the states.
Primary Ap-peal at the District Level . In the states with decentralized
administration, and particularly California, South Carolina, and Texas,
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initial appeal is at the district level. In California, for example, the
vendor has 10 days in which to file an appeal with the audit supervisor
in the district office. The firm is then billed for the additional amount
and has 20 days to appeal to headquarters, specifically, to the petitions
unit, a unit under the Board "but not in the business tax unit. A hearing
officer—a lawyer in the petitions unit—hears the appeal, the hearing
located physically in the district office, and reaches the decision.
Further appeal is noted below.
Appeal to the Audit Division . Appeal is made to the audit division,
that is, to the chief auditor or his subordinates in headquarters, in
several states: Kansas, Maine, North Carolina, North Dakota, Tennessee,
Utah.
Appeal to Sales Tax or Tax Division . Appeal is made to the sales
and use tax division in Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Oklahoma, and Virginia, and to the Tax Division in Iowa, Nebraska, Rhode
Island, and Wyoming.
Appeal to the Director of Revenue . Either initially, or more commonly
after appeal to one of the units noted, appeal is made to the director of
the revenue department, in Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho (the
commissioner in charge of sales tax), Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, North
Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia. The hearing may be conducted by
the director himself, by the deputy director, or by designated persons.
These hearings are typically informal.
Appeal Handled by Hearinis; Officers . In several states, while the appeal
is technically made to the director of revenue, it is handled by a hearings
officer, as noxed above for California. These are almost always lawyers.
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usually on the staff of the revenue department, but in some instances
outside lawyers are hired on a case by case basis for this piirpose. These
states include Alabama, California, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, New
Mixico, North Dakota, Ohio, Rhode Island, Texas, West Virginia.
At least f^':^ states—Iowa ./Mississippi and New York have established
audit review boards within the revenue department.
Final Administi-ative Review
If the vendor is still dissatisfied after the hearings noted, several
states provide for formal administrative review.
Commission . In states still placing tax administration under a
commission, this commission serves as the final administrative review
agency—California (State Board of Equalization), Mississippi, Nevada,
South Carolina, Utah, and Wyoming. The exception is Idaho, the other
commission state. While the commission is an element in the revenue
administration, it is substantially removed from everyday involvement in
administration of the taxes.
Independent Review Agency . Seventeen of the sales tax states, plus
several others, have established independent tax appeals agencies, completely
separate from revenue administration. The members, usually appointed
by the Governor, are persons with training and experience in the tax field.
This is not a full time job as a rule. The most common title is Board of
Tax Appeals, in Arizona, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Ohio, Washington.
The term is Board of Tax Review in Iowa (which has broader functions than
only appeal), Appellate Tax Board in Massachusetts, Division of Tax Appeals
1. Note the paper, "Twenty-one States have Independent Review Agencies,"
in Tax Administrators News
,
Vol. kZ (Aug. 1978), pp. 86-8?.
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in New Jersey, Tax Review Board in North Carolina, Tax Appeals Commission
in Wisconsin, Tax Tribunal in Michigan. The tax court form / "below.
Appeal to the Courts
The taxpayer has of course the constitutional right to appeal the
findings to court. An appeal may "be against the administrative findings,
or a suit filed to recover the sum after payment. In most states, appeal
is made initially to the principal court at the county level, often known
as a superior court, or to a circuit or district court. Appeal is then
normally directed to the state supreme court. In a few states, the initial
action may he brought in the state supreme court (Ohio, Oklahoma). In
New Mexico the initial action is brought in the Appelate Court. Only
Hawaii, Maryland, and Minnesota have tax courts on the model of the federal
system.
Frequency of Appeals
Most states do not keep records of numbers of appeals, and available
' figures are largely estimates.
California; Under one percent of the audits are disputed. The
principal auditor in the district settles 80 percent; head-
quarters 60 percent of the remainder. The Board of Equalization
holds 160 to 200 hearings a year on sales tax audits.
Indiana: In 1979, 15 percent of the audits were protested; assess-
ment was upheld on 36 percent, partially modified on "4-3 percent,
protest upheld on 21 percent.
Iowa: 80 percent of the protests are resolved within 30 days; 70
to 75 a year to coi-irt
.
South Dakota: 1979-38 appeals to formal hearing by the commissioner;
10 to circuit court
.
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Texas: 6 to 7 percent of audits to legal section for hearing.
Vermont: 10 percent of audits appealed to the commissioner;
2 percent to formal hearing.
Thus in geneiral, the number going "beyond the initial appeal (records
on which are never kept) is very small, constituting only a small fraction
of the audits. Auditors usually can satisfy taxpayers that audits are
coirrect. If they do not succeed, the initial appeal step usually does,
or the taxpayer feels that appealing further is not worth the time and
effort
.
Obvious merit exists in providing a simple initial source of appeal
with very informal nonadversary proceedings, and most states provide this
appeal. Whether this initial hearing should "be "before the sales tax
director (if any), chief of audit, or hearings officer is largely a matter
of the administrative organization in the state and the number 'of taxpayers.
In a second (or in larger states, third) step, there is merit in allowing
appeal to a special board, preferably external to the department, but made
up of knowledgeable persons, to give the taxpayer an objective hearing in
a relatively informal way by persons not directly involved in the administra-
tive actions. Such a procedure assures the taxpayer of a fair hearing
without need to resort to the courts and is likely to produce better results
than the courts, where the judges are not trained in tax law or auditing.
In most states the number of cases going to the courts is not sufficiently
great to warrant a separate tax court.
Out-of-State Audit
All states dend auditors out of the state occasionally to audit out-of-
state vendors, primarily for use tax collection. The extent of this work
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varies among states and is somewhat difficult to measure and compare. In
most states the task is assigned to various senior auditors on a rotating
basis. Several states, however, have a separate audit section for the
purpose: California, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Virginia, for
example. The common pattern is to send one person or a team two or three
times a year to particular areas where most out of stai-e firms are located
and audit them in two or three weeks.
Only ; states now keep auditors permanently located out of state.
These states often recruit for the positions in the states where the
auditors are stationed. California was the pioneer in this endeavor, now
keeping auditors in Chicago, New York and Houston, and sending others out
from Sacramento from time to time. Illinois has auditors stationed in
the New York area and Dallas, and plans an office in Los Angeles. Tennessee
has nine auditors stationed outside the state, in Chicago, New York and
Atlanta. Wisconsin has an extensive out of state system, with five
auditors in New York, two in Minneapolis, three in Chicago, two in Dallas,
and two in California. Michigan has eight auditors out of state, in New
York, Cleveland, Chicago, Minneapolis, and Los Angeles. New York has an
t los An.rilec; Washi'-'on r\a;T *e- =ud.i-cr~ lc::a'ei o ;- o: sra-e
r.cL33C, Los An-r'^les, jall3o, ani .Minneapolis, liinr.esota
,^,; ,,,j. .,j :;-=-= ,.-'=+ -^^' -93 cscause cf oersonr.el ::rccl5r;3.
Some states mention completely inadequate travel "budgets for out of
state audit work. Such a state policy is extremely short sighted, since
out of state audits are among the most productive. Failure of administra-
tive officers to distinguish between this form of out-of-state travel and
others is an example of "bureaucracy at its worst.
Number of Accounts Audited
Table 1 shows the percentage of total sales and use tax accounts
audited in 1979. Table 2 groups the states by percentage audited.
The range is very substantial. Eleven states audit h% or more of the
accounts annually. Seven states audit \% or less of the accounts.
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Table 1. Sa
State Number of Number of
Active Field Audits
Accounts 1979
1979-80
AlalDama 63,634 2,938
Arizona 75,000 1,800
Arkansas 56,561 4,010
California 650,000 29,600
Colorado 91,200 3,840
Connecticut 100,000 430
Florida 295,254 3,423
Georgia 106,000 1,380
Hawaii 60,000 1,200
Idaho 31,000 209
Illinois 164,297 6,000
Indiana 137, 723 1,769
Iowa 90,000 1,091
Kansas 75,493 900
Kentucky 76,820 1,106
Louisiana 78,000 973
Maine 39,597 981
Maryland 91,802 1,340
Massachusetts 129,651 1,200
Michigan 138,000 3,674
Minnesota 105,000 474
Mississippi 73,554 6,483
Missouri 100,020 2,300
Nebraska 56,000 na
Nevada 20,500 947
New Jersey 177,235 3,728
New Mexico 75,927 1,598
New York 450,358 8,100
North Carolina 134,000 4,285
North Dakota 26,000 600
Ohio 240,832 1,082
Oklahoma 56,000 3,879
Pennsylvania 229,039 3,000
Rhode Island 23,000 1,263
South Carolina 71 , 804 931
South Dakota 29,756 640
Tennessee 95,141 4,359
Texas 289,880 6,860
Utah 33,000 3,300
Vermont 20,880 300
Virginia 80,000 3,000
Washington 136,000 5,^0
West Virginia 39,505 139
Wisconsin 108,000 1,080
Wyoming 23,073 231
District of
^ . 1 •' t .'
Gol-omoia
Total 5,252,000
Tax Audit Coverage
Field Audits Percentage of Accounts
per Auditor Audited Annually
44
39
6
19
12
28
12
50
39
21
14
12
81
53
40
9
79
34
18
39
45
17
94
15
38
54
3
18
23
1979-80 1969 1962
4.6 6.6 5.3
2.4 3.5 na
7.1 5.0 13.2
4.4 6.2 11.6
4.2 6.9 2.3
.4 4.3 4.2
1.2 .8 1.2
1.3 1.5 na
2.0 3.0 na
.7 .8 —
3.7 2.8 1.5
1.3 5.9 —
1.2 .6 2.6
1.3 .8 .4
1.4 1.0 na
1.3 8.0 3.6
2.6 6.7 5.7
1.5 4.5 7.1
.9 .4 —
2.7 2.0 6.1
.5 3.9
8.8 4.3 6.9
2.3 2.5 na
.4 —
4.6 5.7 1.7
2.1 .7 —
2.1 3.1 na
1.8 1.4 —
3.2 4.1 6.2
2.3 1.4 na
.5 1.3 1.5
6.9 na 3.2
1.3 1.6 .6
5-5 9.7 23.8
1.3 3.4 4.1
2.0 1.7 1.5
4.6 4.8 1.4
2.4 na —
10.0 8.7 8.3
1.4 — —
3.8 2.0 —
4.0 5.8 3.5
.4 .6 1.7
1.0 :"na --
.8 na 1.8
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Tatle 2. Ranking of States ty Audit Coverage
k% or over: Utah 10.0
Mississippi 8.8
Arkansas 71
Oklahoma 6.9
Rhode Island 5'5
Nevada ^.6
3-3.9^: Virginia 3.8
Illinois 3.7
North Carolina 3*2
2-2.9^: Michigan 2.?
Maine 2
.
5
Arizona 2.^
Texas 2.4
Missouri 2.3
1-1.^: New York 1.8
Kentucky l.h
Vermont l.h
Pennsylvania 1.3
Georgia I.3
Indiana I.3
Under 1%: Massachusetts .9
Wyoming .8
Idaho .
7
Alabama 4 .
6
Tennessee 4.6
California 4.4
Colorado 4.2
Washington 4.0
North Dakota 2.3
New J ersey 2.1
New Mexico 2.1
Hawaii 2.0
South Dakota 2.0
South Carolina 1.3
Kansas 1.3
Louisiana I.3
Iowa 1.2
Florida 1.2
Wisconsin 1.0
Ohio .5
Minnesota .5
Connecticut .4
West Virginia .4
The top group, which is likely to be attaining near optimal coverage,
is made up of two geographically distinct sets of states: four from the
west coast and mountain areas, five from the deep south and southwest plus
Rhode Island. With one exception, these states have had persistently high
coverage over two decades or more.
The low figure on Connecticut is apparently the result of departmental
reorganization in 1979 and is not typical. Most of the other states in
this group (Minnesota is an exception) have had consistently low coverage.
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Precise comparison of the audit coverage /states on the basis of these
figures is not possible. The figures of numbers of accounts are not entirely
comparable. Some states include a separate figure for each store in a chain
system; others do not. The extent to which consumers purchasing from
nonregistered vendors (mostly out of state) are registered varies. Some
states are much more careful to transfer inactive accounts from the active
file than others; some are more careful in eliminating out-of-business firms
from the files. The larger the listed number of accounts for a given number
of businesses, the lower the percentage of firms audited.
Furthermore the percentage of accounts covered is by no means an
adequate measure of the effectiveness of the audit program. The percentage
figure is raised sharply by a large number of audits of small firms. Some
indication of this is given by the column in Table 1 showing number of
field audits per auditor; unfortunately data are not available for many
states because of integrated audit staffs. The average for the 29 states
for which data are available was 33; the average number in the top coverage
group was 58, in the lowest roup Optimal selection of accounts for audit
is of even greater significance than mere percentages covered. But the
percentages are so low in a number of states that almost inevitably
the coverage is far too low.
Rer;overy From Audit
The figures on revenues recovered from audit are shown in table 3-
On the average, recovery from audit as a percentage of total revenue is much
higher in states with broad coverage than in states with limited coverage.
1. These fignores show ': :-^ recovery. Audit assessments are often
as much as twice the recovery figures.
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Table 3-
Sales and Use Tax
Audit Recovery
Millions of $s
7.1
8.5
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2.55
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Recovery from Audit,
Sales and Use Tax
Recovery as %
of Sales-Use
Tax Revenue
1.3
2.0
2.4
.6
.8
2.9
1.2
3.0
.8
1.1
.5
2.0
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.2
neg
2.5
.5
1.1
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1.3
5.^
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.7
1.4
1.4
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.8
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.8
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1.1
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1979
Recovery
per Auditor
350,000
187,500
105,556
100,000
80,159
81,633
126
,
923
60,000
Recovery
per Audit
$s
2,417
148,000
2,120
3,750
3,255
68,000
35.^16
11,070
4,410
1,848
83,333 7,177
79,630
48,864
146,154
2,867
5,653
3,941
2,111
10,579
90,000
118,462
9,394
2,294
5,746
5,^71
2,954
231
1,522
2,006
2,956
3,004
17,284
2,500
9,335
1,031
8,667
7,089
58,824 1,515
114,286 2,509
116,000 6,764
4,000
53,750 1,433
285,000 5,239
45,000 12,950
170,000 9,444
73 , 000 3.160
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The average for the top eleven in coverage is 2.^5%', for the batten six, .9-
There are some individual variations from the typical pattern. But the
recovery percentage for the top group is less than three times that for the
lowest, whereas the audit coverage is nine times as great. Productivity per
audit is very much less as audit is extended. This result is of course to
"be expected. When audit selection programs work effectively, audit is
concentrated first on the most productive accounts.
Recovery per auditor is also shown in table 3- The figures range from
$35,000 to $350,000, but only two are less than ^0,000 and only two exceed
$200,000. The average is $113,000 for the stages (25) for which this
information is available. This compares with $4-5,000 in 19^9; the increase
is greater than that of the general price level. Variations among states
can be attributed to several sources:
1. The economy of the state; a state with extensive industry is more
productive of audit than a largely rural state.
2. The extent to which audit is extended; the greater the coverage,
the less will be the recovery per auditor (with a satisfactory
audit selection system)
.
3. The effectiveness of the audit selection program.
4. The complexities of the tax, which give rise to exTors in reporting.
5. The rate of the tax.
States with vexy high figures can almost certainly profit substantially
from extension of audit coverage; those with low figures and limited
coverage would do well to review their audit selection processes, unless
the difference is clearly attributable to the nature of the economy of the
state.
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Table 3 also shows the data of recovery per audit, which show similar
net results. The average for the 38 states for which this information is
available is $4,990. The six states with the "broadest coverage show an
average recovery per audit of $l,729>the lowest six $7,774. But there are
individual exceptions; Washington, with hroad coverage, shows a figure of
$5,239 (this figure includes some Business and Occupation tax revenue);
at the other end, Wyoming has a low ($3,l60) figure despite limited coverage.
This in part reflects the nature of the economy of the state.
A few states compile more detailed information on audit recovery:
Arizona: 8 to 1 dollar recovery from audit.
Illinois: 66^ of the audits result in additional assessment.
Rhode Island: Q5% of the audits r-'-'in^ r^v? /-.vh
New Mexico: 6^-70% of the audits yield additional revenue.
Trends
Comparison of audit programs with those of a decade ago is not encouraging.
Progress in data processing has not teen matched "by similar progress in
audit programs. The overall audit coverage was 4.9^ of the accounts in
1959, 3.4?S in 1969, and 2.3 in 1979. Of the 39 states for which comparable
data are available, fourteen showed an increased coverage, from 1969 to
1979, twenty-five a reduced coverage. In some states this reflected the
belief that the initial high coverage was no longer necessary or
optimal, but in most it reflects primarily a rapid growth in the number of
registered firms without a comparable increase in audit staff. Mississippi
and New Jersey appear to have made the greatest relative improvement in
coverage.
Attitudes of Administrators toward Adequacy of Audit
When the question was raised, the officials involved tjrpically indicated
that additional audits were needed:
California Nevada
Colorado New Jersey—aim for 2% coverage
Florida—aim for h% coverage North Dakota
Idaho Rhode Island—a few more
Kentucky (need about double coverage) South Carolina—a few more
Maine South Dakota
Massachusetts Wisconsin—aim for \.2% coverage
Missouri (like 5% coverage) Wyoming
Dl.i''ri:;~ of Ccl-inVta - r.-j-?! r.any ."nor;, b^"^ r.u.'nber is being cut.
Only four states indicate that this coverage is adequate or more than
adequate:
Kansas
New Mexico
—
30 to 35^ of the audits show no change. (This is of course
not conclusive that the audit coverage is too great
.
)
Vermont
Virginia
An Optimal Audit Program
It is impossible to determine exactly the optimal coverage figure;
Califonmia has attempted to do so more scientifically than other states.
There are several problems. First is the issue of the definition of the
optimum. In many states this is defined as the coverage yielding the
maximum net direct return from audit as noted above; thus the audit coverage
should be extended to the level at which the gain from additional audit
hours just equals the cost of providing the additional hours. This figure
is difficult to ascertain, but the high return from hour of audit activities
at present suggests that most states are well oelow this level. Furthermoe,
additional audit presumably results in improved voluntary performance, both
on the part of the audit' firms and those that learn about the audits of
others. These amounts are very difficult to estimate, but the likelihood
of such indirect gain suggests that the optimal level is somewhat beyond
that of the direct monetary gain. The argument can also be advanced that
in the interests of equity, states have an obligation to cover all firms
over an interval of several years. But given the scarcity of state resources,
in fact no state attempts to do this.
Examination of the experience suggests several guides to decisions
about coverage of audit programs.
1. Present audit programs in all instances yield substantially more
than they cost, from twice as much to fifteen times as much.
2. The return per hour of audit diminishes as audit coverage is
extended, since in general the most productive audits are selected
first. This principle is true even with primitive selection
programs, since some accounts are so obviously in need of audit.
3. Starting from a relatively low audit coveiuge of .6%, a state can
roughly double its revenue recovery by tripling its audit coverage
in numbers of accounts, though not much more is required than
doubling the audit staff.
Thus, for example, a state with .6% of the accounts audited
annually and recovering $1 million can, by doubling the number of
its auditors, obtain another million in revenue (at a cost of
perhaps $250,000), with an increase in coverage to perhaps 2.U-%.
To obtain another million would require nearly doubling the audit
staff again, at a cost of perhaps $500,000. The precise results
will va2ry with conditions in the state.
4. Because the most complex audits are the most productive and are
made first, the number of audits per auditor increases rapidly as
the size of the staff increases, and thus the audit coverage as a
percentage of total accounts rises much faster than the number of
auditors
.
5. The absolute recovery depends on the rate of the tax. A given
audit program will recover twice as much money, more or less,
with a 6?S rate than with a Jfo rate. These rates do not affect
the figures or from audit as a percentage of revenue, but
do alter the optimum point. As the rate rises, extending audit
coverage further is advantageous, since the yield per dollar of
cost rises. This advantage is strengthened by the effect the high
rate may have in giving firms greater incentive to underreport tax.
6. Optimal coverage in a particular state depends on several considera-
tions:
a. Rate of the tax.
b. Complexity of tax structure. Exemptions necessitate additional
audit effort as the opportunities for misreporting are greater.
c. Complexity of the economy. Much more audit time is required
for audit of complex manufacturing firms than for the typical
small vendor. On the other hand, per dollar of volume and tax,
large chain systems can be audited more quickly than a number
of independent merchants scattered around in different
localities.
d. Quality of vendor record systems.
e. Competency and training of the auditors.
7. The state audit officials iinanimously agree that most underreporting
of tax discovered in audit is not the result of deliberate evasion
"but of misunderstanding, simple mistakes, and negligence. There
are, however, a few deli"berate evaders.
8. Audit experience suggests that underreporting of tax is not more
than "Jfo of the ta-x due with a minimum audit program and not more
than ,% with a good program.
Summary
The states have made relatively little progress in audit, though a
few individual states have/ Ttius the "sarnie conclusions are reached as a
decade ago. Only a small group of states—Utah, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Nevada, AlalDama, Tennessee, California, Colorado,
and Washington—approach reasonably adequate audit programs. The coverage
is little better than nominal in a number of states. Some of these have
good audit staffs but completely inadequate numbers. The states as a
whole are losing at least $400 million and possibly as much as $800 million
because they fail to extend audit to optimal levels. Most states need
to at least double their audit staffs, increasing their audit coverage
three fold to maximize revenue. Even so, the total losses are only a small
fraction of tax due.
Failure to establish an adequate audit program is not only costly of
revenue, but it is grossly unfair to those vendors who pay correct amounts
of tax.
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